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Celebrate!
Get in the holiday spirit with 
wintry books from Miss Clara and 
other Barefoot Books favorites.

Polar Bear Puppet
 $24.99   ages 3+

Spring 
• 2012 • 

Holiday
gift ideas

The Snow Queen
  paperback chapter 

book $9.99

“The sophisticated, 
surreal and dreamlike 
illustrations . . . often 
charmingly spill over  
onto the pages of text”  
— Kirkus Reviews
ages 8+   64pp

1 

NEW!

The Twelve  
Dancing Princesses
  paperback chapter 

book $9.99

Find out where the king’s 
twelve daughters go every 
night in this retelling of 
the classic fairy tale. No 
one can solve the mystery, 
until one day a soldier 
arrives at the palace. Will 
he succeed?
ages 8+   64pp

2 

3 

4 

Winter Shadow
  hardcover chapter  

book $16.99

 paperback chapter  
 book $9.99

“A beautifully crafted, 
atmospheric book — slim 
and inviting for reluctant 
readers, yet satisfying in 
itself, especially for animal 
lovers” — BookPage
ages 8+   80pp 

Fireside Stories
  hardcover $19.99

Drawn from cultures 
across the northern 
hemisphere, these  
wintry stories express  
the magic of the season.
ages 5+   96pp 

5 

AWARD WINNER

One City, Two Brothers
  hardcover $16.99

“A wistful reminder of the shared traditions  
of an extraordinary and turbulent city”  
— New York Times Sunday Book Review
ages 5 – 11   32pp 

6 

Babushka
  hardcover $16.99

“A lovely Christmas story 
with a wonderful message 
about the joys of selfless 
giving” — Booklist
ages 3 – 7   32pp 

7 

BESTSELLER

The Greatest Gift
  hardcover $16.99

“Even while rooted 
in the traditional 
Christian story, this 
lovely book conveys a 
universal message of the 
importance of service 
and kindness”  
— Publishers Weekly
all ages   32pp 

8 

NEW!

Celtic Christmas CD
 $15.99   all ages

9 

10 

New Orleans Christmas CD
 $15.99   all ages

11 

A Family Christmas CD
 $15.99   all ages

12 

BESTSELLER

Christmas Around the World CD
 $15.99   all ages

The Princess and the White Bear King
  hardcover with story cd $17.99

  paperback with story cd $9.99

In this magical voyage through the snowy north, a 
princess mistakenly betrays the mysterious white bear 
and must prove her loyalty and strength to regain her 
happiness. Narrated by actress Miranda Richardson.
ages 5 – 11   40pp 

13 

14 

15 
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Classic tales
These timeless stories make 

enduring gifts for young readers.

Gather round and share stories  
     and poems with kids of all ages.

For the family library

NEW!

The Adventures  
of Achilles
  hardcover with two 

story cds $23.99

“Epic in deed and scope 
and a-bustle with larger-
than-life characters, this 
retelling of the Iliad will 
rivet both readers and 
listening audiences”  
— Kirkus Reviews  
(starred review)
ages 8+   96pp 

16 

NEW!

The Adventures  
of Odysseus
  hardcover with two 

story cds $23.99

“Great for storytelling 
and reading aloud, this 
book retells Homer’s epic 
of Odysseus’ perilous 
journey home in an 
immediate, fast paced 
narrative”  — Booklist
ages 8+   96pp 

17 

AWARD WINNER

The Arabian Nights
  hardcover $24.99

“The Lebanese-born author offers a magnificent new 
translation of eight tales from the legendary story cycle, 
based on a 14th-century manuscript”  
— Smithsonian Magazine
ages 8+   128pp 

18 

BESTSELLER AND 
AWARD WINNER

Arthur of Albion
  hardcover $24.99

Relive the magic and 
wonder of Camelot! The 
best-known stories about 
King Arthur and his court 
come together in this 
beautifully illustrated 
retelling of the adventures 
of the Knights of the 
Round Table. 
ages 8+   96pp 

19 

NEW!

Robin Hood
  hardcover $24.99

“Lively dialogue and fast-
paced action will keep 
(kids) engaged. Sure to 
attract new followers for a 
perennially popular hero” 
— Kirkus Reviews 
(starred review)
ages 8+   112pp 

20 

The Barefoot Book of Mother & Daughter Tales
  hardcover with two story cds $23.99

Drawing on the collective wisdom of many cultures, 
the eight stories in this beautiful gift book celebrate 
the special relationship between mothers and 
daughters, and explore the journey every girl must 
make on her way to womanhood.
ages 6+   80pp 

21 

NEW!

The Barefoot Book of Father & Daughter Tales
  hardcover with two story cds $23.99

“Varied in origin, with contributions from Denmark, 
Poland, Arabia and the Dinka people of Sudan, 
among other cultures . . . they offer much to ponder 
during father-daughter bedtime reading — or during 
car rides”  —  New York Times Sunday Book Review
ages 6+   96pp 

22 

BESTSELLER AND 
AWARD WINNER

The Barefoot Book of 
Classic Poems
  hardcover $19.99

This breathtaking 
collection of seventy-four 
exceptional poems is sure 
to inspire young bards 
and old souls alike.
all ages   128pp 

23 

The Barefoot Book of 
Stories from the Opera
  paperback with two 

story cds $16.99

Each story in this 
sumptuous collection of 
opera stories opens with 
background information 
on the composer and 
describes what happens 
behind the scenes.
ages 8+   80pp 

24 
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For boys
Holiday delights for little 

princes, pirates and knights!

Delight older readers     
   with this series set  
   in icy Greenland! 

BESTSELLER AND AWARD WINNER

The Barefoot Book of Pirates
  hardcover with story cd $19.99

 paperback with story cd $15.99

Sail the high seas and meet pirates of all  
kinds in this daring collection of adventures 
from around the world. From mysterious  
to humorous, the tales emphasize the  
qualities of courage and imagination. 
ages 4 – 9   64pp 

25 

26 

BESTSELLER AND AWARD WINNER

The Barefoot Book of Knights
  hardcover with story cd $19.99

 paperback with story cd $15.99

Embark on medieval adventures with 
the seven stories in this multicultural 
collection. These royal adventures teach 
the importance of bravery and humor.
ages 8+   80pp 

27 

28 

29 

30 

BESTSELLER AND AWARD WINNER

The Story Tree
  hardcover with story cd $19.99

 paperback with story cd $15.99

“Favorites from many cultures, 
recast with finesse, constitute an 
outstanding anthology”  
— Smithsonian Magazine
ages 3 – 7   64pp 

Tales of Mystery  
and Magic
  hardcover with  

story cd $19.99

“Storytellers will 
welcome this collection, 
with sources provided 
and personal provenance 
to back them up, and the 
title will attract kids” 
— Kirkus Reviews
ages 6+   64pp 

31 

BESTSELLER 

The Prince’s Bedtime
 paperback with  
 story cd $9.99

Will the prince fall 
asleep? The King and 
Queen try everything, 
but to no avail. Then 
a mysterious woman 
arrives at the castle — 
does she hold the key to 
the Prince’s slumber?
ages 3 – 7   32pp 

32 

The Shipwreck
  paperback chapter book $12.99

In this captivating first installment of the Inuk 
Quartet, Leiv, a Viking boy, is determined to avenge 
his father’s murder. But when he is shipwrecked on the 
coast of Greenland and separated from his people, he 
learns a different way of life with new Inuit friends.
ages 10+   112pp

33 

NEW!

The Raiders
  paperback chapter book $12.99

“The translated narrative reads smoothly, and high 
production values result in a handsome, open page 
design” — Kirkus Reviews
ages 10+   128pp

34 

NEW!

The Snowstorm
  paperback chapter book $12.99

When a blizzard and a shocking kidnapping disrupt 
their journey, Liev and his friends must use courage 
and quick thinking to get themselves home.
ages 10+   128pp

35 
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For girls
Enchanting tales of heroines for 

little dancers and dreamers!

A modern take on a 
beloved story!

BESTSELLER AND AWARD WINNER

The Barefoot Book of Princesses
  hardcover with story cd $19.99

 paperback with story cd $15.99

The seven strong princesses in this global collection 
each face challenges, yet each find a way to triumph 
with bravery, compassion, ingenuity and a bit of luck.
ages 4 – 9   64pp 

36 

37 

Princesses 100 Piece Puzzle
        ages 5+  $16.9938 

BESTSELLER AND  
AWARD WINNER

The Barefoot Book  
of Fairy Tales
  hardcover $23.99

“Doyle’s retellings are 
swift and lively and 
Ceccoli’s art stays close 
to traditional images, 
while injecting modern 
vibrancy” — Booklist
ages 5 – 11   160pp 

39 

40 

NEW!

The Kite Princess
  hardcover with  

story cd $16.99

  paperback with  
story cd $9.99

Princess Cinnamon 
Stitch is a tomboy who 
thinks there’s more to 
life than being pretty 
and good. Includes 
instructions for making 
your own kite.
ages 3 – 8   32pp 

41 

The Real Princess
  paperback with story cd $9.99

Put your math skills to the test in this number-
crunching take on “The Princess and the Pea.”
ages 4 – 9   40pp 

42 

43 

44 

NEW! 

Little Red Riding Hood
  hardcover with  

story cd $16.99

  paperback with  
story cd $9.99

“Atmospheric illustrations 
— lush, dark and 
mysterious — will lure 
daring readers into this 
retelling of a classic tale” 
— Kirkus Reviews
ages 3 – 8   32pp 

AWARD WINNER

The Barefoot Book  
of Dance Stories
  hardcover with  

story cd $23.99

“A wonderful gift for any 
young dancer or dance 
teacher, or a superb 
choice for your dance or 
school library”  
— Dance Advantage
ages 8+   96pp 

45 49 

BESTSELLER 

The Barefoot Book  
of Ballet Stories
  hardcover with two 

story cds $23.99

“This well-conceived and 
colorful look at some 
of the great classical 
ballets will enrich library 
collections and inspire 
young dancers”  
— School Library Journal
ages 8+   96pp 

46 

BESTSELLER AND  
AWARD WINNER

Lola’s Fandango
  hardcover with  

story cd $16.99

  paperback with  
story cd $9.99

  spanish paperback 
with story cd $9.99

“At heart (and it has lots of 
heart), this story touches 
on two important points: 
the good part of sibling 
rivalry, pushing a child to 
find her own talents; and 
the way the arts can create 
new worlds” — Booklist 
(starred review)
ages 4 – 10   32pp 

47 

48 
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Sing away the winter blues! Pair our singalongs 
with puzzles and activities for endless indoor fun.

Bestselling singalongs

Over 2 
million  

copies 
sold!

The Journey Home 
from Grandpa’s  
Fun Activities
  paperback $5.99

Count, color and read the 
map as the family makes 
their way back home.
ages 4 – 8   16pp with 2pp 
reusable stickers 

50 

The Journey Home 
from Grandpa’s
  hardcover with 

enhanced cd $16.99

 paperback with  
 enhanced cd $9.99

Hop in the yellow car and 
watch different colored 
vehicles as they whiz past!
ages 3 – 7   24pp

51 

52 

The Journey Home 
from Grandpa’s  
2-in-a-Box Puzzle
  ages 3 – 7  $14.9953 

BESTSELLER

Driving my Tractor
 paperback with  
 enhanced cd $9.99

Follow a farmer as he 
goes around his farm 
collecting the animals. 
It’s a very busy day!
ages 3 – 7   32pp

54 

Driving my Tractor 
2-in-a-Box Puzzle
  ages 3 – 7  $14.9955 

BESTSELLER

Port Side Pirates!
  hardcover with 

enhanced cd $16.99

 paperback with  
 enhanced cd $9.99

 paperback $6.99

Heave ho, me hearties! 
This high-seas adventure 
features fun facts about 
pirates and their ships. 
ages 3 – 7   32pp

56 

57 

58 

The Animal Boogie 
Fun Activities
  paperback $5.99

Have fun in the jungle 
with puzzles, games and 
word scrambles. Practice 
counting skills and 
learn to spell different 
animals’ names!
ages 4 – 8   16pp with 2pp 
reusable stickers 

61 

The Animal Boogie 
Mini Cube Puzzle
  ages 3 – 8  $12.9962 

60 

Port Side Pirates! 
2-in-a-Box Puzzle
  ages 3 – 7  $14.99

59 

Pirates Stickers
  ages 3+  $4.99

BESTSELLER AND  
AWARD WINNER

The Animal Boogie
  hardcover with 

enhanced cd $16.99

 paperback with  
 enhanced cd $9.99

Can you boogie? Down 
in the Indian jungle, the 
children and animals are 
learning about actions 
like leaping, stomping, 
shaking and flapping 
while meeting different 
jungle creatures. 
ages 3 – 7   32pp 

63 

64 
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Makes a 
great gift set!

For babies and toddlers
Holiday gifts for the little ones on your list!

NEW!

Clare Beaton’s  
Bedtime Rhymes
  board book $6.99

Encourage peaceful 
bedtimes with these 
soothing rhymes, including 
“I See the Moon,” “Brahm’s 
Lullaby” and “Wee Willie 
Winkie.” Little ones will 
drift off to sleep in no time!
ages 0 – 4   16pp

65 

NEW!

Clare Beaton’s  
Farmyard Rhymes
  board book $6.99

Name and count  
farmyard animals 
with “Baa, Baa, Black 
Sheep,” “Six Little 
Ducks” and more, all 
tailored to develop 
language, movement and 
relationship skills.
ages 0 – 4   16pp

66 

Mrs. Moon
  hardcover with  

music cd $19.99

“Gentle, warm, soft and 
familiar, the illustrations 
and folksy style of voices 
and instruments lull 
reader to dreamtime”  
— Bookin’ It
ages 0 – 3   48pp 

67 
White Bunny 
Rabbit Puppet
 ages 3+  $14.9968 

BESTSELLER

Clare Beaton’s 
Nursery Rhymes
  board book $6.99

Share classic nursery 
favorites like “Humpty 
Dumpty” and “This 
Little Piggy” in this 
sturdy and collectable 
board book perfect for 
playtime or naptime.
ages 0 – 4   16pp 

69 

BESTSELLER

Clare Beaton’s  
Action Rhymes
  board book $6.99

Small children love to act 
out simple rhymes! This 
collection features classic 
favorites like “Incy Wincy 
Spider,” “Pat-a-Cake” and  
“One Potato, Two Potato”  
in a sturdy board book 
format ideal for sharing  
with babies and toddlers.
ages 0 – 4   16pp 

70 

BESTSELLER AND AWARD WINNER

I Took the Moon for a Walk
  large board book $14.99

 paperback $7.99

“The rhyming text is told in first person, with the 
repetitive, soothing refrain of the words from the title 
effectively echoing throughout” — Kirkus Reviews
ages 1 – 7   32pp 

71 

72 

Skip Through the Seasons
  large board book $14.99

 paperback $6.99

 spanish paperback $6.99

This hide-and-seek book takes young readers on an 
inspiring journey through the months of the year.
ages 1 – 7   32pp 

73 

74 

75 
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BESTSELLER AND 
AWARD WINNER

My Daddy is a Pretzel
 paperback $8.99

Twist and stretch with this 
introduction to yoga. With 
a witty storyline, easy-to-
follow pose instructions 
and guidelines, this book is 
perfect for yogis of all ages.
all ages   48pp

Our colorful kits provide endless  
hands-on fun for kids of all ages!

The c
ure fo

r 

cabin 
fever!

One world, one planet

Creative kids

BESTSELLER

Barefoot Books  
World Atlas
  hardcover $19.99

“This fresh and 
informative atlas offers 
engaging, fact-filled 
overviews of Earth’s 
oceans and continents  
. . . . The book offers 
young armchair travelers 
and globe-trotters much 
to discover’’  
— Publishers Weekly
all ages   52pp 

76 

BESTSELLER

Yoga Pretzels
  deck $14.99

Whether you are seven or fifty-seven, 
these informative and colorful cards 
are just what you need to learn all the 
yoga basics.
all ages   50 cards with  
8pp illustrated leaflet

77 

78 

79 

Around the World  
100 Piece Puzzle
  ages 5 – 10  $16.99

AWARD WINNER

The Gift
  hardcover $16.99

The UK Poet Laureate 
Carol Ann Duffy and 
papercut artist Rob  
Ryan give this story of a 
young girl’s life and loves 
a timeless magic.
all ages   32pp 

80 

Children of the World Memory Game
 game  $15.99

Improve memory skills by matching boys  
and girls from different countries, learn  
thirty-six ways to say “hello,” and have lots 
of fun along the way!
ages 4 – 7   72 cards

81 

NEW!

Dragon Art  
by Numbers 
Gouaches
  ages 7 – 12  $29.9982 

NEW!

Ribbon Chain
  ages 5+  $12.9983 

NEW!

Chain Letter
  ages 5+  $12.9984 

NEW!

Animal Chain
  ages 5+  $12.9985 

NEW!

Origami Animals
  ages 4 – 10  $8.9986 

NEW!

Plastichic Light Clay
  ages 4 – 7  $29.9987 

Give thanks for our healthy bodies and the great  
big world we live in this holiday season.
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